
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Over the past 30 years, Friends have been providing transformational support for the Hall, ensuring this historic 

building remains a home for great music making. Enjoy the benefits of friendship by joining as a Friend today, and 

be a part of the Wigmore story.    

 

Wigmore Hall is a no smoking venue. No recording or photographic equipment may be taken into the auditorium nor used in any other part of the Hall without the prior 
written permission of the management.  
In accordance with the requirements of City of Westminster persons shall not be permitted to stand or sit in any of the gangways intersecting the seating, or to sit in any 
other gangways. If standing is permitted in the gangways at the sides and rear of the seating, it shall be limited to the number indicated in the notices exhibited in those 
positions. 
Disabled Access and Facilities - full details from 020 7935 2141. 
Wigmore Hall is equipped with a ‘Loop’ to help hearing aid users receive clear sound without background noise. Patrons can use this facility by switching hearing aids to 
‘T’. 

 
Please ensure that watch alarms, mobile phones and any other electrical devices which can become audible are switched off. Phones on a vibrate setting can still be heard, 
please switch off. 
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Tuesday 20 December 2022 

 7.30pm 

 

Dunedin Consort John Butt director, harpsichord 
 Joanne Lunn soprano (Der Engel) 

Alexandra Kidgell soprano 

Alex Potter alto 

Nicholas Mulroy tenor 

    (Evangelist) 

Matthew Long tenor 

Christopher Bowen tenor 

Michael Mofidian bass (Herod) 

Robert Davies bass 

Jon Stainsby bass 

Ben McKee bass 

Matthew Truscott violin I 

Huw Daniel violin II 

John Crockatt viola 

Oliver Wilson viola 

Jonathan Manson viola da 

   gamba 

Christine Sticher G-violone 

Jamie Akers lute 

Stephen Farr organ 

 

 

Inga Maria Klaucke dulcian 

Gawain Glenton cornetto, 

    recorder 

Conor Hastings cornetto, 

    recorder 

Philip Dale sackbut 

Emily White sackbut 

 

 

 

Heinrich Schütz  (1585-1672)    From Geistliche Chormusic Op. 11 (pub. 1648)   
Das Wort ward Fleisch • Der Engel sprach zu den Hirten  

Alessandro Grandi  (1590-1630)   Plorabo die ac nocte (1616)   

Giovanni Gabrieli  (c.1554-1612)   O Jesu mi dulcissime C56 (pub. 1615)   

Heinrich Schütz       Hodie Christus natus est SWV315 (pub. 1639)   

David Pohle  (1624-1695)    Sonata a5 in C 

Claudio Monteverdi  (1567-1643)   Laudate pueri Dominum (Secondo) SV271 (pub. 1641)   

Giovanni Gabrieli      Quem vidistis, pastores (pub. 1615)   

Interval    

Heinrich Schütz      Die Weihnachtshistorie (The Christmas Story) SWV435 (c.1660)   
 

 
 

Wigmore Hall £5 tickets for Under 35s supported by Media Partner Classic FM  

  
 



 

 

Venice in 1609 was a place like nowhere else on 

earth. The topography, atmosphere and weight of 

political and cultural clout meant that, in many ways, 

it was the centre of the Western World. 

Travellers and pilgrims have always flocked to La 
Serenissima, drawn by the mysteries and the beauty 

that she holds. This is the blazingly vivid world of 

Tintoretto and Titian, whose musical sibling at the 

great Basilica of San Marco was Giovanni Gabrieli 

(c.1554-1612). Like the great Venetian painters’ work, 

Gabrieli’s music foregrounds blazing colour and tonal 

harmony rather than beauty of line. 

Gabrieli’s music, and in particular his use of cori 
spezzati (with groups placed around the building) 

means that his music exists in space as much as in 

time. Quem vidistis, pastores, his setting of one of the 

Responds for Christmas Day Matins, opens with an 

earthy procession towards the crib, and culminates in 

spectacularly grandiloquent Alleluias that rend the 

skies, the sonic equivalent of San Marco’s lavish, 

gilded ceiling. Meanwhile, his O Jesu mi dulcissime 

showcases a devotion of a more private kind. Here, 

we’re taken into one of the building’s side chapels, 

offering quietly intense petition. It is hard to think of a 

composer whose music is more inextricable from the 

place for which it was written, and Gabrieli’s 

imaginative responses to the idiosyncrasies of the 

Basilica’s space give us music that is by turns 

opulently sonorous and harmonically sensuous. 

When Gabrieli died in 1612, he was succeeded by 

Claudio Monteverdi (1567-1643), whose Vespro of 

1610 acted in support of a job application as well as a 

compendium for the range of possibilities within 

liturgical music. Monteverdi came to Venice, 

eventually, from Mantua, where his later years had 

been punctuated by grief and ill health, as well as 

attempts at various exit strategies. He had come into 

contact there with figures like Rubens and Galileo, 

and his contribution to the birth of what we now call 

opera is just one of his many extraordinary musical 

innovations that reflect Mantua’s position at the 

vanguard of progressive culture. His music for San 

Marco was perhaps less radical in general, but 

combined virtuosic agility with the vibrantly colourful 

harmonic instinct of his predecessor. His Laudate 
pueri Dominum alternates the ebullient calls to praise 

of two tenors with triple-time trios that are open-

hearted and light-footed. 

The final Italian composer here is Alessandro 

Grandi (1590-1630), a student of both Monteverdi and 

Gabrieli, whose Plorabo die ac nocte is an aching, 

daring setting of a text from the Lamentations of 

Jeremiah. This feels like another private prayer: 

syllabic vocal writing of economy and bracing 

directness underpinned by often stinging dissonance. 

Each solo singer declaims their own lamentation, 

before a chorus of 'Behold and see if there be any 

sorrow like unto my sorrow', perhaps familiar from 

Handel’s Messiah, but here treated with more 

deliciously tortuous agony. 

It is tempting to imagine the experience Heinrich 

Schütz would have had on his first visit to Venice, in 

1612. Travelling across the Alps, he had written: '… a 

truly celebrated but quite old composer [Gabrieli] 

was still living in Italy. I should not miss the chance to 

hear him and learn from him'. Imagine the sights - and 

moreover the sounds - that would have greeted him 

as he arrived in the great city. 

It is Schütz’s music that binds this evening’s 

programme together, as he studied with Gabrieli in 

1609-12 and then with Monteverdi in the 1620s. It is 

his reach and influence - as well as his genius as a 

composer - that tonight principally celebrates, as we 

head towards Christmas. 

He is an often overlooked figure, but had a long, full 

life, and remains one of the very greatest composers 

of the 17th Century, a real musicians’ composer. He 

provides a crucial link, too, offering connections with 

the late Renaissance of Gabrieli and Italy and the High 

Baroque of JS Bach in Germany. The motets that run 

through tonight's first half demonstrate a synthesis of 

Gabrieli’s expansive chordal writing and a more 

Teutonic attention to text rhetoric, where the clarity 

of the sung text is paramount. To compare the 

dancing ‘Alleluias’ of Hodie Christus natus est with 

those of his teacher’s Quem vidistis is to witness two 

composers offering their differing expressions of joy 

at the season of Christ’s birth. 

Schütz wrote his Christmas Story late in his career, 

aged 75. It’s a mature work which wears its many 

influences lightly, and is characterised by a restraint 

that might feel unseasonal, but whose charm and 

grace are all the more moving for their modesty and 

subtlety. The narrative of the story is related in the 

style of Italian recitative by the Evangelist. Schütz 

finds moments of poignant emotion, like the subdued 

benediction of a light source in a painting: harmonic 

twists as events accelerate, a brief contemplation of 

the baby’s swaddling bands, a tender melodic 

descent as the Kings offer their gifts. In the choruses, 

populated by the customary cast, his writing for vocal 

ensemble provides meaning in its imaginative use of 

sonority: the Three Wise Men (basses) are 

accompanied by an intrepid bassoon, the soprano 

Angel by two violins, and Herod by royal trumpets, as 

if to contrast his flawed earthly majesty with the less 

ostentatious Infant King. 

In its reflections on various elements of the Nativity 

story - hope, love, birth, longing - Schütz’s music 

offers an emotional equilibrium not often found at 

Christmas. His mature style synthesises not only the 

genius of his master-teachers and the experience of 

his well-travelled career, but also the humane wisdom 

of a long life, well lived. 

© Nicholas Mulroy 2022 
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